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Abstract. The paper presents the assessment of the electric output rendered by a 

unimorph and a bimorph piezoelectric harvester, with one and two active piezoceramic 

wafers, using numerical simulations. Expected sinusoidal voltages were obtained in a 

time-dependent study, with a time step corresponding to the eigenfrequency found after 

conducting an Eigenfrequency study. The terminal voltages obtained agree with the 

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and with the distance of the piezoelectric layers from the 

neutral fiber. By adding an electric circuit node to the electric field problem to form a 

closed internal circuit, a single unified sinusoidal voltage response should be obtained, 

coinciding with the input vibration signal. The independent voltages of the layers of a 

piezoelectric structure with more than one layer (usually two or four) cannot be 

observed experimentally, as a harvester has only two terminals that pick the overall 

electric response from all the layers, giving a single alternating voltage output. 

Rezumat. Lucrarea prezintă evaluarea răspunsului electric al unui dispozitiv 

piezoelectric de recoltare a energiei unimorf și bimorf, cu unul și respectiv două 

plăcuțe piezoceramice active, prin intermediul simulărilor numerice. Au fost obținute 

tensiunile sinusoidale în studiul tranzitoriu, cu un pas de timp corespunzător frecvenței 

naturale găsite după efectuarea unui studiu de frecvențe proprii. Tensiunile la borne 

obținute sunt în conformitate cu teoria barei Euler-Bernoulli și cu distanța straturilor 

piezoelectrice de la fibra neutră. Prin adăugarea unui nod de circuit electric problemei 

de câmp electric, pentru a forma un circuit intern închis, ar trebui să se obțină un 

singur răspuns în tensiune sinusoidal unificat, care să coincidă cu semnalul de vibrație 

de intrare aplicat. Tensiunile independente ale straturilor unei structuri piezoelectrice 

cu mai mult de un strat (de obicei două sau patru straturi) nu pot fi observate 

experimental, deoarece un dispozitiv piezoelectric tip microgrindă în consolă dispune 

de doar două terminale care preiau răspunsul electric global de la toate straturile, dând 

o singură tensiune de ieșire sinusoidală.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric energy harvesting is a thoroughly researched topic that has recently gained 

popularity. Numerous papers in the literature focused only on numerical simulations, 

analyses, and optimizations [1–9]. However, not many articles address the time response 

[10,11]. This is explained by the increased complexity, computational resources, and 

simulation time required by time-dependent study and some difficulties encountered in 

transient studies in the specific simulation program. Another aspect is that a transient analysis 

is often considered redundant to a frequency domain study, which most often suffices to 

assess the behavior of the piezoelectric harvester (PEH). 

The paper addresses the sinusoidal voltage output of a unimorph and a bimorph 

piezoelectric cantilever with one and two piezoceramic layers. The simulation models aim to 

be applied to a real quadmorph PEH [12].  
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The paper aims to assess the global and individual electric potentials rendered by each 

piezoelectric wafer. This cannot be seen in practice since the harvesters only have a pair of +/- 

terminals, which enter through the same BNC connector to the measuring device’s input. 

Thus, a single unified sinusoidal voltage can only be observed experimentally.  

2. SIMULATION MODEL 

The simulated geometry was inspired by Mide PPA-4011 piezoelectric harvester (Fig. 1), 

which has been simulated and tested in previous research works [12–15]. The physical harvester 

has four PZT-5H layers and complicated internal circuitry regarding the electrical connections, 

which is not disclosed by the manufacturer [16]. For bimorph structures, the bottom wafer is 

usually poled opposite the top wafer, concerning the neutral axis in the center [17].  

The electrical connections are then made with the two wafers connected in parallel, 

but in such a way that the two wafers always act in the opposite direction of one another (one 

compresses while the other elongates). This is the desired configuration when using these 

products as benders for energy harvesting [16]. 

  

a) Piezoelectric harvester on shaker b) Spectrum analyser 

Fig. 1 – Experimental setup of the piezoelectric harvester and the input sinusoidal signal measured by 

an accelerometer (upper channel A) and voltage time response (bottom channel B). 

The simulations were conducted using the finite element method [18]. The numerical 

analysis is based on the piezoelectric constitutive relations in the strain-charge form: 

 {
S = sET + dTE
D = dT + εTE

, (1) 

where: S [ND] – strain; sE [1/Pa] – elastic compliance, T [N/m2] – stress; dT [C/N] – 

piezoelectric charge constant, E [V/m] – electric field strength, D [C/m2] – electric 

displacement, εT [F/m] – electric permittivity, at constant stress. 

The electric field laws on which the software computes the electrostatics physics are 

consequences of Faraday’s law (2), electric flux law (3), conduction law (4), and electric 

charge conservation law (5). 

 𝐄 = −𝛁𝐕, (2) 

 𝜵 ⋅ 𝐃 = 𝛒𝐕, (3) 

 𝐉 = 𝛔𝐄, (4) 

 𝛁 ⋅ 𝐉 = 𝟎, (5) 

where: E [V/m] – electric field strength; V [V] – electric potential, D [C/m2] – electric 
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displacement; J [A/m2] – electric current density, ρV [V] – electric charge density; σ [S/m] – 

electric conductivity. An extra relation is added for piezoelectric charge conservation to 

include the polarization vector P [C/m2]: 

 𝑫 = 𝜺𝟎𝑬 + 𝑷. (6) 

The simplified geometry with all the constitutive parts is shown in Fig. 2. The BCs 

used for the electric field problem is presented in Fig. 2,b, for the unimorph PEH, and in 

Fig. 2,c, for the bimorph PEH. The BC used for the mechanical problem is indicated in 

Fig. 2,a with a green arrow.  

 
a) the entire domain. 

 

  
b) unimorph model. c) bimorph model. 

Fig. 2 – The boundary conditions used for the Solid Mechanics and Electrostatics problem, and the 

constitutive parts of the two models. 

The prescribed acceleration boundary condition applied at the bottom of the aluminum 
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clamp (Fig. 2,a), for unimorph and bimorph harvesters, is given by a sinewave function as 

presented in the following sections. 

A unimorph PEH (a single PZT-5H wafer) and a bimorph PEH (two PZT-5H wafers) 

were modelled. The dimensions of the wafers and the electric BCs are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 

Layers dimensions and ground/terminal conditions considered for the unimorph, and bimorph PEH. 

Unimorph PEH Bimorph PEH Width Depth Height z-axis offset 

Copper (GND) Copper (Term) 49 20.8 0.003 0 

PZT-5H PZT-5H 49 20.8 0.015 0.003 

Copper (Term) Copper (GND) 49 20.8 0.003 0.018 

 PZT-5H 49 20.8 0.015 0.021 

 Copper (Term) 49 20.8 0.003 0.036 

The dimensions are in millimetres. GND stands for ground, and Term is the terminal. 

For the bimorph PEH, ground condition is declared on both sides of the middle copper layer, 

corresponding to the inner faces of the two piezoelectric wafers. For the unimorph PEH the 

waveform acceleration applied on the bottom of the clamp (Fig. 2a) as BC is presented in Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 3 – Input waveform for prescribed acceleration applied to unimorph model. 

The sine waveform is applied only in the z direction; the period of the signal is 

according to the eigenfrequency, fn = 90.656 Hz. The waveform sine acceleration for the 

bimorph PEH is presented in Fig. 4. The period of the signal coincides with the 

eigenfrequency of fn =146.68 Hz found. 

 
Fig. 4 – Input waveform for prescribed acceleration applied to bimorph model. 

For both waveform signals from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the gravity acceleration gives the 

maximum amplitude, a = 9.81 m/s, in the z-direction. 
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure 5 presents the terminal voltage global evaluation of the unimorph cantilever 

when the quasi-stationary working condition is reached. The applied acceleration is at fn = 

90.656 Hz, and represented in Fig. 3. It is observed that the simulated PEH reaches a quasi-

stationary regime after about 30 periods, which is quite in agreement with the time response 

in the experiments conducted on the quadmorph structure in our previous work [12].  

 

Fig. 5 – Terminal voltage rendered by the unimorph harvester in time domain. 

Figure 6 shows the terminal voltage global evaluation of the bimorph structure for the 

last periods Tp, with Tp calculated as 1/fn, fn = 146.68 Hz. The quasi-stationary working 

condition is reached after approximately 35 periods.  

 

Fig. 6 – Terminal voltage output of the bimorph in a time-dependent study. 

It is observed that the terminal voltage is improved to a great extent compared to the 

unimorph. Even if the two wafers would render double voltage output than the bimorph, what 

boosts the voltage from 7 mV together to more than 2 V is the positioning of the PZT-5H 

wafers. In unimorph case, the piezoelectric layer is in the middle, on the neutral fiber, which 
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does not deform. Hence, the displacement is inferior, rendering a feeble electric response. In 

the case of the bimorph, the two PZT-5H wafers avoid the median line. This agrees with the 

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [17].  

The terminal voltage for the bimorph PEH from Fig. 6 is plotted considering the two 

wafers as independent. Future work will consider the two piezoelectric layers electrically 

connected in series so that the terminal voltage exhibits a more excellent value.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The paper aimed to assess the electric potentials rendered by a unimorph and a 

bimorph piezoelectric harvester in cantilever construction. Since the independent voltages of 

the layers cannot be observed experimentally, we conducted a series of finite element 

analyses to observe the electric outputs rendered unimorph and bimorph piezoelectric 

structures. The electric coupling of the PZT-5H wafers for the bimorph PEH is not 

considered, as the two wafers are electrically independent.  

Future works will consider introducing an electric circuit node by adding an electric 

load. The study pursues evaluating the time response of the quadmorph structure (four PZT-

5H wafers).  
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